Stolen bicentennial banners used for art major's senior project
$50,000 picnic tent found broken at bottom of South stairwell, search for President Stewart continues
Mr. Robbins '12

True crime dept. (Lightside only) School administrators have been left baffled and grumpy by a recent wave of expensive thefts and acts of vandalism on campus, which mysteriously coincided with the weekend we invited a bunch of jaded, recovering alcoholics to come get drunk and relive their glory days. Fortunately, the mastermind behind the worst acts of all, the Bicentennial Banner thefts, has been brought to justice.

"I needed it to create my Senior Project in Art," deplorably result in super-duper-mega-expulsion. I am not at liberty to explain the

"I haven't needed a Nuva Ring since 1982!"

In a secret letter to President Stewart, Professor Wrench admitted, "Okay, so I didn't read his project proposal. So what? I'm tenured, bitch!"

"Although we certainly respect Tanner's creativity," Dean of Students Nancy Thompson explained, "he will still be receiving one hundred points, which will regrettably result in super-duper-mega-expulsion. I am not at liberty to explain the penalty in detail, but it does involve sandpaper and a cranky willybar. We will also be sending his parents a very disappointed email."

"This wave of crimes is just proof that our students aren't yet scared enough to act in the best interests of the college," Campus Safety Officer Lisa Maciq lamented. "If only there were some way we could bring order to this campus without coming across like losers... perhaps we could consult the student body to find out how they feel about our policies."

Administration spokesperson John Nitterman Jr. pointed out the obvious.

I-tica, you-tica, he/she/it-tica dept.

By Mr. Boudreau '14

T-tica, you-tica, he/she/it-tica dept. (Geneese ST) After decades of animal sacrifices, a miracle finally occurred in downtown Utica: people visited. Thanks to overflow from Bicentennial Weekend, Utica was invaded with what one bun accurately described as "a whole shloshadska people with funny accents."

As Hamilton patrons rushed into the city to experience its "unique" character, "they found" it "had changed." Overnight, Utica had taken on the feel of New York City itself. Or at least Yorkers.

"I mean, what the hell?" Graham Lyons, P'15 shrieked. "I wanted to go to Utica so I could score drugs for less than what I pay at my firm in Manhattan, but now the heroin is just as expensive here!"

"Expensive drugs, however, weren't the only problem. Although normally a fascinating melting of different immigrant cultures, the locals couldn't help but notice the marked change in the city's demographics."

"It always enjoyed Utica's cultural rainbow," Aiko Smith '13 said. "But when I was down there this weekend, it looked like someone had spilled Wiiz-Out everywhere."

For many residents, the last straw occurred on Saturday afternoon when Greg Catalina P'12 decided to open up an outlet of his Manhattan-based Fache'N boutique. Catalina said that his new store, Klub Utica, sought to tap into the city's "urban decay" aesthetic to create "shovel-ready" fashions, including the "Gen-eser," a garbage bag with armholes that sells for $150.

Yet, like so much in Utica's history, things took a turn for the worse on Sunday morning. As the same bum from sentence two put it, "All the fuckin' people left."

Utica then continued its slow but inexorable slide into obscurity. One man, however, was able to put a positive spin on things.

"At least the brewery hasn't gone out of business yet," Juan Mann said. "If that goes, we might as well light the entire city on fire. Maybe we should do that anyway."
**Sorry About Last Week… Can I Get a Job Now?**

Dear Mr. Streetwall P’15,

I am very sorry about my behavior this past Parent’s Weekend—it was wrong of me to seduce your daughter so that I could meet you, and for that I apologize, but from the moment I recognized her last name on Hamilton’s website, I saw an opportunity. Regardless of my original intentions, the happiness I’ve shared with Eleanor this past month has been the highlight of my life, despite her lame leg. Well, at least it was until you visited this weekend.

It is my understanding that you found the limo service from the airport, the alumnus you didn’t want to run into during Parents’ Weekend, the one that still thinks he goes here: Hamilton College: the alumnus that shotgunned five beers in a row and won that game of beruit after doing a keg stand if it was between your mom and your mailman behind the limo service from the airport, it is a senseless waste of paper! You couldn’t observe a duel if it was between your mom and your mailman behind the limo service from the airport, forever yours, Joe Naughtuhreelname ’13

Edited by Mr. Johnson ’14

---

**Outside The Bubble News**

All your blog bookmarks in one place

Seattle, WA

Amazon unveiled its new Kindle lineup, including the Kindle Fire, to compete with Barnes & Noble’s Nook Color and Apple’s iPad. The product promises to bring innovation to the field of e-books, to compete with Barnes & Noble’s Nook Color and Apple’s iPad.

Leicester, United Kingdom

A recent study found that over 200,000 people may have fallen victim to criminals who woo them on online dating sites before extorting the relationship for money: About 50% of this was done by chatbots.

Tallahassee, FL

Rick Perry’s surprising second-place finish in the GOP Nomination Florida Straw Poll has many looking for another candidate.

Rome, Italy

The Catholic Church recently expressed its disapproval of the extravagant lifestyle of Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. The condemnation came after reports of a party at Mr. Berlusconi’s home where a guest allegedly performed a striptease while dressed as a nun.

Great Neck, NY

A 19-year-old student is under investigation for SAT fraud for taking the exam for six other students. To speak frankly, your daughter has a phenomenal rack, and I had thought that the strippers would bring out an exciting side of her, but at the time, I was completely unaware of your devout Christian sentiments.

---

**Friday Five: The Alumni You Didn’t Want to Run Into During Bicentennial Weekend**

By Mr. Schnacky ’14

1. **The senior you hooked up with freshman year:** While desperately trying to flirt with her, you find out she’s engaged. You then stumble back to your room, sad and depressed after you remember you have an interview tomorrow for a real job. Then, you cry yourself to sleep realizing that three years have passed so fast.

2. **The one that still thinks he goes here:** His life goal is to never miss a Silent Disco, even if it is a little too much for you, so allow me to apologize for every time I looked exactly the same.

3. **The senior you hooked up with freshman year:** Just looking at him makes you realize that you’ll never meet you, and for that I apologize, but from the most important thing on Air Force One?"

4. **The alumnus that has his name on a building:** Just looking at him makes you realize that you’ll never meet you, and for that I apologize, but from the most important thing on Air Force One?"

5. **The alumnus that shotgunned five beers in a row and won that game of beruit after doing a keg stand:** In AA. Not the fun one.
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